
Film Classification watermark

Strange cast credits
The cast list in the opening – which would normally be a list of voice actors – is just the characters 
performing themselves.  In other words, “Itoshiki Nozomu” is played by “Itoshiki Nozomu”, “Fuura 
Kafuka” is played by “Fuura Kafuka”, and so on.

There are even credits for characters with no voices, like “The Emperor Penguin” (that odd yin-
yang symbol that appears throughout the show) and “The Stork”, an actual stork that shows up at 
the midpoint eyecatch.

There’s also a listing for “Tama,” played by “?”.  This is a reference to long-running anime Sa-
zae-san.  Tama is a cat in that show, whose voice actor is listed as “?”.

Maeda-kun
During the opening credits, you’ll see real-life pictures of a man’s face.  This is Kousaku Maeda, 
also known as MAEDAX, also known as Maeda-kun.  He works as an art assistant to Kouji Kumeta, 
author of the Sayonara Zetsubou-sensei manga.  For whatever reason, you will see Maeda-kun’s 
face appear all throughout the show, and he even voices a few lines!

Yoshinoya Copypasta
At about the 1:54 mark, the background color turns white, and a bunch of text appears in rapid 
succession.  This text is an internet-famous “copypasta,” a wall of text telling a story that is re-
peated over and over on message boards, often with revisions to fit the current discussion.

This copypasta is about Yoshinoya, a Japanese fast-food chain that serves rice bowls with differ-
ent toppings.  Except, for this version, they’ve censored out the word “Yoshinoya.”  The text is as 
follows:

Anyway, listen to this. It doesn’t have anything to do with this thread, but...

I went to Yoshinoya the other day. You know, Yoshinoya.  And when I did, there were so many 
people there I couldn’t even get a seat.

Then, when I took a good look at the banner hanging from the ceiling, it had “150 yen discount” 
written on it.  Wow, how dumb can you get?  You idiots. No one’s going to suddenly come to 
Yoshinoya just because you gave them 150 yen off.  It’s only 150 yen. 150 yen! 

 And there are entire families here!  A whole family of four, out for some Yoshinoya, eh?  You losers 
should stay away.  “All right, papa’s gonna order the extra-large!” he says. I can’t stand to watch.  
Hey morons, I’ll give you 150 yen if you get out of those seats.

Yoshinoya should be a more brutal place.  A place where two guys on opposite sides of one of 
those U-shaped tables could start a fight at any time.  The “stab-or-be-stabbed” mentality, that’s 
what’s best for this place.  Women and children should get the f*** out.
Anyway, I was about to start eating, when the bastard next to me says, “Give me an extra-large 
with extra sauce.” This just gets me all fired up again.  Who the hell orders extra sauce nowadays? 
You idiot, standing there with your smug face, ordering extra sauce! I want to ask him, “You really 
want to eat it with extra sauce??” I want to interrogate him. I want to interrogate him for about an 
hour.

Look fool, are you sure that “extra sauce” is all you want to say?  Let a Yoshinoya veteran like me 
give you some advice.  The latest trend among Yoshinoya diehards is this: “extra green onion.” You 
want “extra-large, with extra green onion and egg.”  That’s what the experts order.  If you order 
extra green onion, they’ll put a bunch of green onion in it.  And in return, they’ll put in less meat.  
That’s the key.  Because then, they’ll also put in a lot of egg.  That makes it unbeatable.
However, if you order it that way, there’s a danger that the employees will mark you the next time 
you come in.  It’s a double-edged sword. I don’t recommend it for amateurs.
THE REST HAS BEEN OMITTED

You really wanted this to be made into an 
anime that badly?
The text which appears before the title card, with letters appearing in circles, is done in the style 
of Lupin III.  This same style will appear in each episode.

Japan’s movie ratings organization is called the Eiga Rinri Kikou, or “Eirin” 
(映倫) for short.  On movies that have been Eirin-approved, the Eirin logo 
is displayed either in the opening or closing credits.

When Sayonara, Zetsubou-sensei’s logo appears during the opening song, 
you can see what looks like the Eirin logo – but instead of Eirin, it says 
“zetsurin” (絶倫), which means “unparalleled.”  And of course, the “zetsu” 
kanji in “zetsurin” is the same kanji as in the word “zetsubou.”
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Text under the title card
When the full title card appears, there’s text at the bottom.  The characters are meant to be read 
right to left even though they’re horizontal, which you don’t see often in modern Japanese.  It 
says, “Made with care by Kouji Kumeta.”  “Shonen Magazine” is also written there in right-to-left 
format, even though the words are in romaji.

Left Hanging
When Nozomu says “I totally wanted to die!”, Kafuka butts in and says “You didn’t, did you?”  At 
the same time, we see someone hanging behind her, to the right.  That’s Kaizou Katsu, the lead 
character of Kouji Kumeta’s previous work, Katte ni Kaizou.

A Quick Glimpse
In between Nozomu’s angry declaration and 
Kafuka’s confused response, the screen cuts 
away to two images.  The first is The Emper-
or Penguin (that odd yin-yang symbol), and 
the second is a picture of Yoshiko Sakurai, a 
Japanese journalist.  She’s president of the 
Japan Institute for National Fundamentals, 
and is perhaps best known for her views 
criticizing the historicity of South Korean 
“comfort women.”

“It sounds like the name of a porn star !”
“Momoiro” means “pink”, and pink is slang for “erotica” (for example, a “pink movie” (“pinku eiga”) 
is softcore porn).  So Nozomu’s complaint is that “Pink Assistant Manager” sounds ridiculous, like 
something you might hear in a porno flick.

“It’s called ‘naming rights.’”
As Nozomu is explaining naming rights, pictures of different buildings scroll up the screen.  In 
order, these are: 

•The Showa Denko Dome Oita (known as the Kyushu Oil Dome in 2007, when this show was  
created)
•The MetLife Dome (known as the Goodwill Dome in 2007)
•Yurtec Stadium Sendai
•Rakuten Seimei Park Miyagi (Fullcast Stadium Miyagi in 2007)
•Kyocera Dome Osaka
•The Fukuoka PayPay Dome (Fukuoka Yahoo! JAPAN Dome in 2007)

Mount Fuji
When Nozomu laments Mt. Fuji’s naming rights being sold off in the future, the picture in the 
background is a recreation of a landscape print by the famous ukiyo-e artist, Katsushika Hokusai.  
The original print is called “Fine Wind, Clear Morning”.
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“You think that forest next to Mt. Fuji is 
just a body-lengthening hotspot?”
The music playing in the background here is a parody of the opening theme song to Heidi, Girl of 
the Alps, an anime version of the Heidi story that aired in 1974.

“Pleasure...”
This is a reference to a movie called Sailor Suit and Machine Gun. The main character, Izumi, says 
this iconic line after firing a machine gun.

Also, at the top of this eyecatch (and many more to follow), the phrase “ヨクキク” appears (again, 
in the old style of right-to-left).  It’s “yoku kiku” (“listen carefully”), the catchphrase written on 
packaging for Kincho Mosquito Coils.

The 50-yen Coin
In the shot where the 50-yen coin falls to the ground, we can see that the year printed on it is 
“Showa 70”.  This is odd, because the year Showa 70 technically doesn’t exist.

Though the Gregorian calendar is widely known and used in Japan, historically Japan has used 
a dating system based around the reign of emperors.  The Showa era, specifically, covered the 
years 1926-1989, when Emperor Hirohito was in power.  Thus, since Hirohito assumed the throne 
on December 25, 1926, the rest of that year was known as “Showa 1”, the year 1927 was “Showa 
2”, and so forth. 

Likewise, when Emperor Hirohito died on January 7, 1989, the Showa era ended.  That means the 
last Showa year was Showa 64.  The rest of 1989 was then known as “Heisei 1”, to mark the start 
of Emperor Akihito’s reign.  
 
Doing the math, Showa 70 would equal out to the year 1995 – if Showa 70 existed, that is.
In fact, if you look, you’ll see nonexistent Showa dates all throughout the show.  Why is this 
strange system being used?  That remains to be seen...

Class 2-8
Nozomu’s class is referred to as Class 2-8 (二の八).  In other words, Nozomu is teaching the 
eighth group of second year high school students (equivalent to 11th graders in the US education 
system).

The problem is, they’re not Class 2-8.

The animation is incorrect in the first two episodes.  From episode 3 onwards, the class will 
change to Class 2-He (二のへ).  This designation uses the Iroha sequence, an ordering of hiragana 
letters based on a panagramic poem from the Heian period.  “へ” is the sixth hiragana to appear in 
the poem, making Nozomu’s class Class 2-6.

Kafuka and the 
Green Bird
This eyecatch is a parody of a shot 
from the opening of the 1979 anime 
Anne of Green Gables.

Behind Abiru
When we first enter the classroom, we’re shown a quick shot of each of the students.  But there’s 
someone hiding behind Abiru.  Remember that face (what you can see of it) for later.

Murmur Murmur ...
The text “murmur murmur...” (ざわざわ···) is an onomatopoeia frequently used by manga author 
Nobuyuki Fukumoto. He’s best known for his titles Akagi and Kaiji, and “murmur murmur...” is 
considered his trademark.
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Meru’s Predictive Text
With each character that Meru types into her phone, at the bottom, the predictive text changes. 
Here’s what it suggests to her:

Ba (ば):
•Barizougon (verbal abuse)
•Baaru no you na mono (“bar-like object”, a term the mass media uses to obfuscate what type 
of weapon was used in a crime)
•Baki-baki (the sound of something breaking)
•Bakuzan-sensei (referring to artist Sakaki Bakuzan)

Ji (じ): 
•Janguru Taitei (this is technically the Japanese name for Jungle Emperor, known in the US as 
Kimba the White Lion. However, instead of using the kanji for taitei that means emperor (大帝), 
they use the kanji for taitei that means “leaving a court” (退廷))
•Jikochuu (self-centered)
•Jibaku (suicide bombing)
•Jibunsagashi (self-discovery)
•Jiribin (getting poorer and poorer)
•Jikazougakukane (market cap money)

Ja (じゃ):
•Jajanken (one of Gon’s special attacks from the anime Hunter x Hunter)
•Jama (nuisance)
•Jakigan (a term from a famous Japanese copypasta about a delusional middle-school kid 
who imagined he had a third, magical eye)
•Jamingu souchi wo hakaishite kure (“Please, destroy the jamming equipment”)

Jan (じゃん): 
•Janen (evil thoughts)
•Ja, neru wa (“Well, guess I’ll go to sleep”)
•Jankenpon, aiko de-ZUKOU (in the Japanese arcade game Janken Man Fever, you play Rock 
Paper Scissors with a light-up picture of a hand, while a digitized child’s voice calls out the 
results. “Jankenpon” is what the voice says when the game starts, and “aiko deshou” is what 
you should hear when you get a tie.  But if you resolve the tie before the voice is finished 
speaking, and you happen to lose (which should prompt the machine to say “make da”), the 
voice samples will cut each other off, and it sounds like the game is saying “aiko dezukou”, 
which is gibberish.)

Ku (く):
•Kujuukuri-hama (a beach in Chiba prefecture)
•Kujaku-ou (Technically Peacock King (known in the US as Spirit Warrior), but the kanji for ou 
here isn’t “king” (王), it’s “emperor” (皇).)
•Kujata (In Islamic cosmography, Kujata is the name of the bull that helps hold up the earth. 
However, here it’s written a bit strangely.  The “ku” and “ja” are in basic hiragana, but the “ta” is 
written with the kanji for “fat” (太).)

•Kubire ga hoshii ka, naraba kure (“Do you 
want a slim waist? Then you shall have it!”  
This is a parody of a line from the series 
Project ARMS, where nanomachine implants 
ask their hosts, “Do you want power?  Then 
you shall have it!”)

Kuta (くた):
•Kuta-tan (referring to former CEO of Sony 
Entertainment, Ken Kutaragi)
•Kutabireru (to be worn out)
•Kutakuta (exhausted)

I (い):
•Ikiro (you must live)
•Isogashii (busy)
•Ikareteru (going crazy)
•Ipanema no Musume (“The Girl from 
Ipanema”, a Brazilian bossa nova song from 
1962)
•Inai (doesn’t exist)

Heeey Maaan! Was that robot dance a Sunrise thing?

This is a reference to the Sunrise show Overman King Gainer.  In the opening sequence, several 
characters, including the giant robot King Gainer, do the Monkey Dance. 

Iro (いろ):
•Ikidoori (resentment)
•Ikan (regrettable)
•Ima nanji? (“What time is it?”)
•Ii Hi Tabidachi (“Leaving on a Good Day”, a song by Momoe Yamaguchi.  It was released in 
1978 as part of a promotional campaign for the Japanese National Railway.)
•Izu houmen (the Izu area, now a part of Shizuoka Prefecture)

Bo (ぼ):
•Botswana
•Bolivia
•Boku (I)
•Banjin no kami Sarieri (“The Patron Saint of Mediocrity, Salieri.”  This is what the fictional ver-
sion of composer Antonio Salieri calls himself in Peter Shaffer’s 1979 Broadway hit Amadeus.) 
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How it feels to think about Hata-kun’s mother
“Hata-kun” refers to manga author Kenjiro Hata. (Kouji Kumeta worked as his assistant on the man-
ga Hayate the Combat Butler.)  Hata’s mother was talented at tea ceremonies and calligraphy, and 
even painted the episode title slates for the first season of the Hayate the Combat Butler anime. 

I’m not groveling, I’m just looking at the
other side of Earth’s sky
This is something Nozomu says in the “extra” section of the Sayonara Zetsubou-sensei manga, 
volume 16.

“The stroke count, though...”
As Nozomu is lamenting his unfortunate name, we can see four pieces of paper hung around the 
blackboard.  From right to left, the text on them reads:

•If you do not wish to have things taken from you, then first you must give
•If you do not wish to be weak, then first you must strengthen yourself
•If you do not wish to shrink back, then first you must stand tall
•If you do not wish to be an open book, then first you must cover yourself

“The stroke count is as inauspicious as it gets.”
There’s a method of fortune-telling in Japan called “seimei handan”, where the number of kanji 
strokes in your name are used to show how lucky (or unlucky) you are.  First you count the total 
number of strokes it takes to write your family name in kanji, and that number will be either 
“good” or “bad”.  Then you do the same thing for your given name, and again for each of the kanji 
in your name grouped in pairs.  Finally, all the numbers are added together for a total score, and 
this number is also assessed to see whether it is good or bad.

The whole system is rather esoteric, and those who wish to have it done often need to consult 
experts to understand what the result is supposed to tell them.

Above the Board
In the scene where Kafuka helpfully writes Nozomu’s name with the kanji ten feet apart, 
there are two signs above the blackboard.  They read: “No matter what happens, you must 
be strong...” and “...live”.  This is most likely a (slightly erroneous) reference to Captain Nemo’s 
parting words in Nadia: Secret of the Blue Water: “No matter what happens, you must live!”

The midpoint eyecatch
The sequence that plays at the halfway point, with Nozomu in silhouette as the sun sets over the 
ocean, is actually a parody of an old opening for a show called Friday Road Show, which has been 
airing since 1985.  You can see the original opening here: https://youtu.be/ZcFJWkaDID8

Hinata Hot Spring
In Kafuka’s imaginary high school bath sequence, there’s a towel with “Hinata Hot Spring” printed 
on it.  This is a reference to Ken Akamatsu’s popular series Love Hina, set in the Hinata House 
which used to be a hot spring resort.

If he runs into his friends at Bic Camera, he presses 
L and R at the same time

Bic Camera is one of the largest consumer electronics chains in Japan, with locations all across 
the country.  As for pressing L and R, that’s the button combination used to escape battles in 
Final Fantasy games.  So, in other words, “if he happens to see his friends when he’s at the elec-
tronics store, he runs away from the encounter.”

Dan Doh (Xi)
Dan Doh! is a manga series about golf, written by Nobuhiro Sakata (a golfer himself), and drawn 
by Daichi Banjou.  Dan Doh!! Xi is its sequel series, and while the kanji for “xi” isn’t specified in the 
actual manga’s title, the one they’ve written here means “riches.”
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Currently in negotiations with Shougo Hamada!!

Shougo Hamada is a Japanese singer who used to be with a band called Aido, but has since struck 
out on his own.  In chapter 45 of the Sayonara Zetsubou-sensei manga, material from a Shougo 
Hamada song appeared, and this is the anime production staff’s ( joke?) update on their attempt 
to get permission to use his actual music in the show.

Festival > revives a village    Navy Curry > revives a 
town    Leah Dizon > revives me

“Navy Curry” has a bit of history behind it... Near the end of the 19th century, beriberi was 
becoming a serious health issue in Japan.  Suspecting that something in their diet was the cause, 
the Imperial Navy took a look at other countries, to see what they fed their soldiers to keep them 
healthy.  At the time, many British ships were serving curry to their men, since it was cheap and 
easy to make in bulk.  Thus Japanese ships began serving curry as well, and the thiamine in the 
flour and meat solved the beriberi problem.  

Curry, of course, went on to become a beloved Japanese dish.  To this day, curry is still served on 
Japanese Self-Defense Force ships, many of them even boasting their own unique recipe.  Some 
ships have shared their recipes with restaurants on land, and these special recipes for “Navy 
Curry” have become an attraction in cities like Kure and Yokosuka.

As for Leah Dizon, she’s a Filipino-American singer and model.  After her promotional shots 
became a hit online among Japanese fans, she moved to Japan in 2006 and started a career with 
Victor Entertainment.

Who owns this lingerie pub, is it Banjou-sensei?
“Banjou-sensei” refers to Daichi Banjou, manga artist for Dan Doh!  He’s well-known for drawing a 
particular style of panties with a little ribbon on the front.

Will we make it to Manga Koshien?
This might seem like a joke about Koshien, the annual high school baseball tournament in Japan – 
but Manga Koshien is a real thing!  Every year, over 300 teams of high school students enter the 
competition, and the top 30 teams head to the championships in August.  Major manga publish-
ers even use it as a chance to scout new talent!

information was leaked> Chiri: do you mean an 
idol, or a voice actress? You have to pick one >
I’m an idol voice actress

This might seem like a joke about Koshien, the annual high school baseball tournament in Japan – 

but Manga Koshien is a real thing!  Every year, over 300 teams of high school students enter the 
competition, and the top 30 teams head to the championships in August.  Major manga publish-
ers even use it as a chance to scout new talent!

“Mine has been a life of much shame.”
Nozomu’s remark to Chie-sensei is actually a quote from Osamu Dazai’s novel No Longer Human.

“When I see that logo on their caps, all I can see 
is the kanji for hair !”
The team Nozomu is talking about is the Tohoku Rakuten Golden Eagles, and the bald man in 
uniform is former head coach Daisuke Yamashita.  His uniform is very close to the real thing, 
although “Rakuten” has been changed to “RakOten”, and the “E” in the logo and on his cap has 
been swapped out with the kanji for “hair” (毛). 

“There was another stoppage on the Chuo Line, I see.”

In other words, someone jumped in front of a train.

Rozen May Day (a festival for gay bar workers)

“Rozen May Day” is a combination of Rozen Maiden (the manga and anime series by Peach-Pit), 
and May Day, the spring festival which eventually became synonymous with International Work-
ers’ Day.

However, in Japanese slang, the word “rose” can also imply a homosexual man.  What’s more, the 
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text in parenthesis literally says, “a festival for people who work in 2-choume”, 
and in this context, 2-choume refers to a section of Shinjuku with a high concen-
tration of gay bars.

Maeda > Tonkatsu Prince

In 2006, pitcher Yuki Saito led his team to the summer Koshien championship, 
and the media nicknamed him the “Handkerchief Prince” for the way he wiped his 
brow.  As for our friend Maeda-kun, in chapter 282 of the Katte ni Kaizou manga, 
he has a cameo where he laments: “No one ever told me that eating tonkatsu 
makes you fat!!”  Apparently, that qualifies him for the nickname “Tonkatsu 
Prince.”

A-ni-me-po-ri-su > Right: Animepolis  
Wrong: Anime Police
Animepolis was a chain of anime shops run by Toei, from 1980 to 2001.  Its name 
is a portmanteau of “anime” and “metropolis.”  But the joke here is that when you 
look at the katakana for the store’s name (アニメポリス), it can also be read as 
“anime police”.

What should I do with my XXdia LDs?
The name is censored, but the question is, “What should I do with my Nadia 
LDs?”  Nadia: Secret of the Blue Water got a Japanese DVD release in 2007, so 
whoever’s pondering this has no more need for their laserdisc set.

Yawaraka XXdam
This is most likely a combination of two different series: Yawaraka Sensha, a flash 
animation series about a cuddly tank, and Mobile Suit Gundam, Sunrise’s highly 
popular mecha franchise.

Right: North Korean Defectors  Wrong: 
Losers
In Japanese, the kanji for these two words are almost exactly the same.  A North 
Korean defector is a dappokusha (脱北者), and a loser is a haibokusha (敗北者).

Right: The sixth chakra  Wrong: The sixth or-
ange tabby

This is another case of similar words.  “Chakra”, the Hindu concept of six focal 
points throughout the body, is chakura in Japanese, while “orange tabby” is 
chatoran.

The Hierarchy of Humanity
The terminology for the three tiers of people in this pyramid 
are all puns using the kanji for “rotten” (腐), which is often 
pronounced “fu” or “pu”. 
 
At the top is “the princess” – in Japanese, purinsesu (プリンセス).  
But they’ve taken the first letter, “pu”, and replaced it with the 
“rotten” kanji, to make 腐リンセス.
Next are the kifujin.  Normally, the word means “lady” or “noble-
woman”, when it uses this kanji: (貴婦人). But if you replace the 
middle character with the “rotten” kanji, it becomes: (貴腐人), 
which means an adult woman who likes yaoi.

Ancient Advice

When Nozomu is about to explain how to fill out the Future 
Hopelessness Survey, there are three printed signs above the 
blackboard.  They all contain lines from Hagakure, a book of 
stories and spiritual guidance from Yamamoto Tsunemoto, a 
samurai who lived in the 17th century.  From right to left, the 
signs say:

•One cannot accomplish great exploits in a normal frame of 
mind
•With Bushido, if you take the time for reasoning, it will 
quickly end in shame
•Bushido is realized in the presence of death. No matter if 
the enemy has thousands of men, they will be unable to cut 
you down.

Also, the chalk drawing on the blackboard is a parody of the 
famous woodblock print “The Great Wave off Kanagawa” by 
Hokusai.  (In Nozomu’s version, the man in the boat is abandon-
ing ship.)
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And last are the fujoshi, a word you’ve likely already heard.  Using these kanji: (婦女子), fujoshi 
just means “woman” or “girl”.  But swap in that “rotten” kanji, and it becomes: (腐女子), which is a 
term for girls who are very deep in the yaoi fandom.

Full speed ahead (downhill)
This is a reference to a Japanese show called Zenryokusaka.  The title literally means “Full Power 
Hill,” and each 5-minute episode is literally nothing more than a girl running up a large hill.  Each 
time a new girl, on a new hill.
 
The joke here is the concept of making the same show, but running down the hill instead of up it 
(which would of course be considerably easier).

The students of Class 2-He
In this quick classroom shot, you can see several students who we haven’t met in the anime just 
yet, but eventually we will.
 
Also, sitting among them in the fourth row are two background characters from Pani Poni Dash!, 
another animation work done by SHAFT.

I really ___ Tomo-chan!  2) I ___ Ai-chan!
The answer to both these questions is “love.”  In October of 2005, a man climbed 100 meters up 
the Tokyo Tower, and then unfurled a banner that said “I really love Tomo-chan! ♥”, appar-
ently as a message to Japanese pop singer Tomomi Kahara.  After the man came down, he was 
promptly arrested for trespassing.
 
Later that same year, a train operator for the Tokyo Metro caused a stir by shouting “I love Ai-
chan!!!” over and over again from the operator’s booth.  People were so concerned about him 
that someone eventually pushed the emergency button while the train was stopped at Nishikasai 
Station.  Staff rushed to the train but determined the man was fine, and he stayed on his shift.  
Apparently, the operator claimed he was just talking to himself, and didn’t realize how loud he’d 
become. 

“I might get addicted to this...”
This is a line often said by the main character in Crayon Shin-chan, Shinnouskue Nohara.  
Not-so-coincidentally, Shinnosuke’s voice actress is the same woman who plays Chie-sensei, 
Akiko Yajima.

Warning  Gross people ★ etc.
In 2005, a female college student was working at a Nathan’s Hot Dog stand near Tokyo’s annual 
doujinshi fair, Comiket.  Of course, that meant many of her customers were Comiket attendees, 
and she didn’t like that at all.  She posted several scathing comments to her blog, often describing 
the customers as “きんもーっ★” (“gross~ ★”), while also posting the customers’ pictures without 
permission.
 
Eventually 2-chan users caught wind of it, stormed her blog, publicly identified her, and issued 
complaints to Nathan’s Hot Dogs.  It was enough of a flare-up that the company issued a public 
apology on their website.
 
Ironically, even though “きんもーっ★” had been used as a disparaging term against otaku, that 
specific way of writing the word quickly caught on online afterword.

This world is the real Second Life
“Second Life” refers to the online virtual world created by Linden Lab in 2003.  It’s a bit like a 
MMORPG, in that you create a character and play the game online.  However, there are no mon-
sters to fight and no story to follow.  It’s more of a virtual playground where the player sets their 
own goals.
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Future Hopelessness Surveys
Though the names on the surveys aren’t always visible, sometimes we get a glimpse of who’s 
filling them out.

•“Better than my dad, Better than my mom, Better than my brother” is weatherman and actor 
Yoshizumi Ishihara.  His father is the governor of Tokyo, and his older brother is a member of 
the House of Representatives.
•“Shogakukan Manga Award” repeated three times is Sayonara Zetsubou-sensei’s manga 
author, Kouji Kumeta.
•“Dolphin trainer, Work at a zoo, Pet shop” is Key Animation artist Miho Ayabe.
•“Own a home, Own an apartment, Have a lease” is Key Animation artist Kiyoshi Takahashi.
•“Rich like Uri Geller, Join Takeshi’s Army, Amusement park president” is Ending Animation 
producer Kazunori Oota.  (“Takeshi’s Army” is a group of comics and actors represented by 
legendary Japanese comedian Beat Takeshi.)
•“Miss Universe, Win a beauty contest, Underground idol” is Finishing artist Yasuko Watanabe.
•“Bust 86.7 cm, Waist 53.9 cm, Hips 85.4 cm” is Color Designer Idzumi Takizawa.
•“Moe artist, Light novel author, Doujin author” is Visual Effects artist Motoki Sakai.
•“Mouse costume, Dancer, Cast” is Photography artist Hitomi Tsukami.
•“Nothing” three times is Production Assistant Shouhei Fujita.
•“Water God, God of the Harvest, Mount Fuji” is Opening Director Tatsuya Oishi.

Momogi Animation Academy
This is a parody of the real-life Yoyogi Animation School, with the kanji for “Yo” (代) swapped out 
with “Mo” (萌).  Of course, this is the same kanji used in the word “moe”.
Yoyogi Animation School is Japan’s largest animation studio, and many SHAFT employees were 
students there.

Studying abroad in Finland gave me cavities
The joke here is that it should be difficult to get cavities in Finland, since xylitol, a sugar alter-
native that reduces cavity-causing bacteria, is quite popular there.  Xylitol was first created with 
xylose from Finnish birch trees.

Kafuka Fuura
Each of the students’ names has a deeper, hidden meaning.  This episode’s student intro card is 
for Kafuka Fuura, and though it’s not her real name, “Kafuka Fuura” – or “Fuura Kafuka”, in Japa-
nese name order – is a pun on “Franz Kafka”, the famous Bohemian author.  Franz Kafka’s focus 
on alienation, grotesquery and hopelessness make him seem like an odd match for the sunny, 
optimistic Fuura-chan... but maybe there’s more going on here than meets the eye.

Breaking the Law
As Nozomu confronts Ichirou about his soccer goals, there are two 
signs in the background.  The bottom one is obscured, but the top 
one seems to be “Kago²”.  This is a reference to Ai Kago, a member 
of the idol group Morning Musume.  She was caught smoking as a 
minor, put on probation, and then during her probation, got caught 
smoking again.

More Writing on the Wall
The next time the scene cuts back to the classroom, the posters 
on the wall have changed.  This time the top one is obscured, but 
the bottom one says: “(Rank)  Sawa > Yuki”.  This refers to a TBS 
show called Rank Kingdom, where all sorts of things would be 
put in ranking lists.  In 2006, the show swapped hosts from Sawa 
Yamaguchi to Yuki Saitou.
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